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I. INTRODUCTION 

In reaction to a connnent of his on some current event, a person 

probably has heard the retort,"Ah, you can't make that comparison. 

You 1 re mixing apples and oranges ••• " A situation, he might resolve 

by shm-Iing that indeed the apples are the or.-mges. 

Regardless of how the situation is actually resolved, a person 

Hho desires to build a convincing proof for his assertion tries in 

some way to show the equality, causality, or relationship between the 

phenomena. He tries to convert the phenomena into a form which 1-dll 

allow direct comparisons • . ~nis conversion usually means the quanti-

fication of the phenomena. Quantification is usually at the center 

of all scientific inquires 1-1hether they are made on the street or in 

the l aboratory • 
. 

Dendrochronologists in their scientific inquires use quantitative 

data, of Hhich tree-ring >'lidths form a major part. In order to gather 

the necessary quantitative tree-ring data, someone must be trained to 

measure the widths of the tree rings. The purpose of this paper is to 

explain to the person v<ho mll actually measure the tree-ring 1-lidths 

hoH the measuring process should be performed at the Laboratory of 

Tree-Ring Research. 

The follo•-ling three s ections describe the three phases of the 

measuring process. The first section deals \-lith the preparations that 

must be performed before the ring-widths can be measured. The second 

section describes the procedures for measuring the ring-1~i.dths. The 

final section describes the checking procedure used to test the 

reli ability of the measurements. 
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II. PR.SPAR<\TIONS BEFORE HSASURING 

A. Descriution of the Core Haterials 

The cores are delivered to the measuring room by the person who 

is investigating the site, or by the person vlho dated the site. The 

field identification number, the date the cores vrere collected, and 

the initials of the collector(s) are marked on one side of the cores. 

Usually, the inner-most date and the century dates are marked on the 

cores. 

The site Horksheet, skeleton plots, and core cards are found in 

the site folder, which is delivered vli th the cores. The site -vmrksheet 
uP 

(Appendix A) has five sections vrhich are if importance to the measurer. 

The site identification section, at the top of the worksheet, provides 

the site ' name and species name, which are used in the identification 

of the measurements. The specimen number section, at the left, pro-

vides t.he l"ie:id identification numbers of the cores and a column in 

1-1hich the measurer writes down the core IBM numbers. The dating 

section provides the core dates which are used to assign dates to the 

measurements. The measuring section has columns in vrhich the measurer 

urites dovm the interval he measures (if not already filled in) and 

his initials to identify himself as the measurer. I f one is the 

measurement checker, there is a column to write his initials for the 

cores t hat he checks. The r emarks section contains information from 

the dater about any problems encountered Hith, or comments about, 
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the cores. Also in the remarks column, the measurer vlri tes dm.m any 

pr oblems or comments he has concerning the cores. 

Besides the Horksheet, the site folder contains the skeleton 

plots and the core cards Hhich can provide useful core information. 

The skeleton plots, Hhich Here made by the dater, shm·T the exact 

positions of any missing rings, f alse rings, and microrings. The 

core cards, which uere completed in the field, do not contain much 

information for the measurer unless he needs information about the 

field identification of the cores. 

B. Procedure for Assigning IBI1 Numbers 

The first procedure of t he measuring process is to assign to 

each core a six digit computer identification number of which the 

first three digits identify the site, the next two digits identify 

the tree, and the last digit identifies the core.· 

The measurer t akes the site worksheet to the data-processing 

section of the l aboratory and obtains--the first three digits from 

the Head of the Data-Processing Section, or hi s designated repre

sentative. In the Site Number Designation File, they record the 

site name, state and country rlhere the cores ·were collected, name of 

the collector(s), and the date 1-1hen the site number is assigned. 

They vti.ll then give to t he measurer the three digi t site number. 

It is best for the measurer to -errite the three digits at the top of 
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the site worksheet in order to insure that the correct number is 

assi gned. 
.S Ctne+ i i'ntS 

The measure~\assigns the l ast three digits. Of these three 

digits , the first two are used to identify the individual trees starting 

vnth 01 for the first tree on up to the total nlliuber of trees being 

measured. For example, if there 1>1ere t Henty-five trees being measured, 

then the numbers as signed should be 01, 02 , 03, .•• , 10, 11, 12, ••• , 25. 

The l ast digit identifies each core of a tree. The numbers used should 

be 1, 2, 3, etc., depending on how many cores are being measured for 

any given tree, 1-1hich usually is only tNo or three cores per tree. 

The l ast digit is used not only to identify the individual cores, 

but can also be used to designate certain information about the cores. 

This can facilitate future ~nalysis of the tree-ring data by making 

it easier to sepRrate the cores into classes, which are used in the 

Analysis of Variance. The researcher, 1>1ho will be using the site 

for analysis, should determine lvhat the last digit will designate 

according to the goals of his r esearch design . - It is from this 

person ~:hom the measurer should find out Hhi ch number system to use 

for the last digit. 

Ther e are three basic l ast-digit nQmber- systems which t he 

measurer ~~11 most often encounter. ~he first number system should 

be used i>Then the principRl investigator Hants just to identify one 

core from another core, or has already assi gned l etters to the cores 
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for some specific purpose such as north/south exposure, up/down 

slope, etc. The measurer assigns the numbers 1, 2, or 3 to each of 

the cores according to the letters used. For example, ~f a tree has 

three cores with the identification numbers of 1A, 1B, and 1C, then 

the l ast digit for 1A is 1, 1B is 2, and 1C is 3. 

age 

Another common system has the last digit signifying the rel~tive 
a«r, tt_if- h 1-\ r o V\ j~ .t. 

of th;,r..cores -- oldest to youngest. The measurer finds the age of 
/"'!''>1 ' . 
~ by looking on the site Horksheet for the date of the inner-the 

most ring. 
Wit~ Tl..t 1-•"'i' 

He should assign as the last digit of the~~~~t ·B 11the 

number 1, to the next oldest the number 2, and to the youngest the 

number 3. For example, assume that some tree has three cores (1A, 1B, 

and 1C) with t he date of the inner-most ring of 1A being 1649, 1B 

being 1725, and 1C being 1609 . The oldest core is 1C, so the last 

digit of i t.s IBH number should be 1; the next oldest is 1 ~' it should 

be assigned a 2; t he youngest core is 1B, so its last digit should 

be a 3. 

A t~ird number system often encountered by a measurer makes 

a distinction beti..reen the slow and fast gr01-vth of a tree. Throut,hout 

its circumference, a tree can vary in its rate of grm-1th, lihich will 

shoH up in the cores 1-·lhen they are t aken from different areas of the 

tree. So, for ;my given year(s), one core may have fei-ler :xylem cells, 

and thus smaller rings , than Hill another core from the same tree. 

A core •·r.Lth smaller rings is considered a slm-1er grm·iing core than 

a core Hi th bigger rings -v;hen their annual rings are comoared along 

the same time interval. 
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The measurer should use the th:ird system 11hen the principal 

investigator lvants to identify the var,ying rate of grov1th throughout 

the circumference of a tree. The measurer should assign the number 1 

as the l ast digit of the IBH number for the slowest growing core, 

the number 2 for t he next slowest, and the number 3 for the f astest 

gro-vling core. 

Ho-v1ever, in trying to decide 1·1hich cores ait.'e the slo>-r and fast 

grmv-ers, a measurer has to be a bit subjective. This is because 

one core may be the fastest groHer in one area, but the sloHest grower 

in another area, Hhen it is com-oared to othe r cores. So Hhat the 

measurer should do is look for the overall grov1th of the cores, and 

determine which core, in general, is the fastest or the slowest groHer. 

A simple procedure for determining the rate of gro~vth is for the 

measurer tQ t ake t he cores of a tree and place them next to each other • 
• 

He aligns them by centuries, and determines vlhich centuries are the 

slmv-es t .:1nd the fastest growing. For example, he aligns the cores at 

1700 A.D., and looks along the cores to 1800 A.D. to see Hhich core 

gr elf the slmv-est or t he fastest. Then he aligns the cores at 1800 A. D., 

and determines the growth pattern to 1900 A.D. He does t he s ame for 

1900 A.D. to the bark. For the l ast digit, the measurer assigns the 

number 1 t o the core Hhich is over all the slovrest groHer, even if it 

is the fastest grower in some areas . He as signs the, number 2 to the 

next slowest groHing core, and assigns the number 3 to the fastest 

grmti.ng core . 
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If after follmring the 2.bove procedure, t he r a te of e;rm-Ith 

looks the same, then t he measurer should use the first number system 

for the l ast di t;i t of t he core s. with the s ame r ate of gro-v;th. If 

the measurer has to us e the first system, then he should remember one 

important tr1..i.ng : t he purpose of the third number system is to designate 

slm• and fast grovJth classes; so if t here is any f eeling, thought, or 

i ntui tion 1-lhich makes t he measurer feel tha t one core is g rm-Ting sloHer 

or f aster than another core, he should so designate it • 

. An actual example mi ght make it easier to under stand the assign

ment of the IBI'-1 numbers. The Ft. Chima site (Appendix A) had ten 

trees 1-Ti th a varying number of core s per tree. The site number, 628, 

Has obtained from the data-processing section . Since the f ast/slow 

grov;th dist:bnction was desired by the principal investigator, the 

third number system uas used to detennine the l ast digit. 

Tree #1 had four cores, but core 1B was not measured because it 

Has not dated. Core 1B did not get an IB11 number bec ause only the 

cores that a re measured get ;m 1 311 nu.rnber. The firs t three digits 

1·or the r ema:i_ning c ~ ~ es of tree .(1 ~>iere designated 628, since the cores 

v-rere a part of the Ft. Chima site. The next hm digits for these cores 

lJere 01 be c ause t he cores vlere from the f i rst tree . The last digits 

for t he tree //1 cores vle re deterrnined by the third number system. 

_.';i'ter placing the cores next to each other, it l Ja.S foun d that core 

1 A 1-las the s lo-v1est grm·rer , 1 D v;as the fastest grm·Jer, and 1 E f ell 
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in betvmen. Therefore , the last digit for 1 A was 1, 1 B lva s 2, and 1 D 

Has 3. rhe complete six digits for the cores of tree .71 Here : 

IBH 

tree 

t1vo 

six 

site tree growth 

1A 628 01 1 

1B no number - not measured 

1D 

1E 

628 

628 

01 

01 

3 

2 

Tree #2 and tree ,fJ Here not measured, so they did not get any 

numbers . 

Tree ;!4 -vms the next tree measured. Since it lias the second 

measured, it was given t he tree number 02. The fourth tree had 

cores: 4A lias the slow gro-v1er, 4B was the f ast groHer. The complete 

digit numbers for tree #4 liere: 

4A 628021 

4B 628022 

All the rest of t he trees were assi gned their IBM numbers 

according to the nrocedure described above. As the I BH numbers were 

det ermined, they -v1ere written in the IBH column of the 1vorksheet 

by the measurer. 

At this point, the measurer has completed the first phase of the 

Pleasuring process.- He has acquainted himsel-f wi th ·t ne· core materials, 

and he has as s i gned the IBH numbers to the cores. It is nov1 time for 

t he measurer to begin the second phase of the measuring process. 
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III. :tviEASUH}:::MENT OF THE TREE- RING HIDTHS 

A. Descriotion of the Heasuring Machines 

It is of value to the . measurer to know hmv the measuring machines 

produce and r ecord the tree-ring measurements. It is more comfortable 

and enjoyable to spend one's time Hith someone you knoH than with a 

stranger, wlu_ch is especially true for a measurer, since he spends 

so much time in the company of a measuring machine. Also, lmovr.ing 

how the machines f unction aids the measurer in detecting any malfunc

tions in the machines , or in preventing himself from causing any 

malfunctions. 

There are three different measuring machines used at the labor

atory. The first of these is the Physics machine, Hhich vms designed 

and constructed by the Physics Department of t he University of Arizona. 

Ho-vmver, the machine is in the orocess of being r edesi gned and debugged. 

So any description of how it 1vorks 1·r.ill be done at some future time. 

The second type of measuring machine is t he Addo-X, which is 

used primarily by the Archaeology section of the l c>.boratory . It has 

tvJO main parts: an Addo-X adding machine and a mechani cal stage with 

a precision screw (Fig. 1). As the handle turns , t he pr ecision screw 

moves the stage a distance equal to .the. vl'idth of the tree ring being 

measured. The scre-v1 is attached to the Addo-X adding machine; so 

-vrhen · the sere;; turns, t he Addo- X -automati cally r egisters internally 

the r evolutions of t he screw vr.ith each r evolution being equal to 
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paper 

Addo-X stage· 

·- ' _ , 

-handle 

precision scre1-1 

Fig. 1. Addo-X Heasuring Machine. 

one millimeter. After the ring is measured, t he Addo-X button is 

pushed, and the number of revolutions is r ecorded on a paper roll. 

After all the tree rings are measured, the measurer ends up Hith a 
{p. 

paper t ape of tree-ring lddths, 1-Jhich are measured in hundredths of a ~'/(~ 

mill_i.meter. ~ J., 1 

The Hewlett-Packard machine is the third measuring machine used 

at the laboratory. This machine is the one used most often to measure 

the tree rings. The machine consists of a power supply, transducer, 

digital voltmeter, and a Qigital r ecorder (Fig. 2a). 

The Hm-Jlett-Packard ·Harks as fu]. lm'l's. As the handle turns, 

a threaded screH moves the stage and the transducer bar· a distance 

equal to the Hidth of a tree ring. The transducer converts the ru_stance 

into a voltage change (explained belm.f). The digital voltmeter measures 

the voltage change. The digital recorder prints on a paper tape the 

val tage readings of the val tmeter, uhi ch are equivalent to mill_i.meter 

readings. 
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supply 

~~================] ED 
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digital 
recorder 

1 0 0 

-L--~n~~o~---L-,. ~------------~ 

==========================~ 

stage"'. 
I ~::::,==:::::,-1==;:=~::::.· threaded 

_ L===t:==J:-==< I ~-=~~ screvl I L I ·- J '\ 
transducer transducer bar handle 

I. L I I I I 1 .........___... 
::J 0 Q 0 

digital 
voltmeter 

Fig. 2a. Hewlett-Packard Neasuring Machine. 

__ _ ~~~Ut ,_ m n : 

: hs ~illatj : ' l : 
: .as&) : 

paper 

I 

c=J==~============~ 

Fig. 2b. 

CVffl 
~ I . 
demodulator 

transducer 
bar 

Functional Diagram of t he Tr ansducer. 
(HeHlett-Packard Technical Report 10/68). 
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The transducer (Fig . 2b) consists of a transforme r coil, an 

os cillator, and a demodulator. The power supply feeds a DC input 

voltage into the oscillator resulting in a magnetic field. As the 

transducer bar moves through this field, a voltage change in the 

output t akes place, which is proportional to the distance the bar 

moves through t he magnetic field. The transducer is calibrated in 

such a ~>my t hat one millimeter movement of the bar is equal to one 

volt in the output. 

It is the calibration of the transducer -- one millimeter equal 

to one volt -- Hhich makes the printed voltage readings of the digital 

recorder equivalent to millimeter measurements of tree-ring 1vidths. 

The measurements are printed in hundredths of a millimeter. For 

example, if the recorder prints 153, this means that the tree-ring 

vndth is equal to 153 hundredths of a millimeter (or 1.53 millimeters), 

because of the calibration between volts and millimeters. 

Th:i s concludes the description of how the different measuring 

machines work. The nevr measurer learns how to set up and operate the 

machines at the time he actually uses the machines. The neH measurer 

should NEVER use the machines unless an EXP~RIENCED measurer shoHs him 

hovT to operate them. No vlri tten 1wrd is sufficient to explain the 

actual operation of the machines: vihich dials a..Tld buttons to touch, 

and Hhich ones -to keep one's hands off. It takes only a -u ttle- knov;.:.. 

l edge and experience to use the machines properly, and a very short 

time to gain that knouledge and experience. So do it; it can pr event 



damage to the machines and incorrect measurements. 

B. Procedure for lvJ.easuring the Ring--.-Jidths 

Once t he me asurer l earns ho..,.T to oper ate the measuring machines, 

he is ready to start the measu~_ng of the tree-ring widths. The mea-

surer begins Hith t~e pr eliminary steps of adjusting the equipment 

and correctly posi tioning the core under the microscope. Once these 

steps are completed, the actual measuring of the rings begins. 

h . \ 
cro s alrs --, 

c·ore \ 
\ 

line of trans
ducer movement 

Fig. 3. A ring--vddth not aligned to the movement of the 
tra.YJ.sducer bar. 

A measurer should adjust the equipment -- table, stage, and 

microscooe -- i.n r eference to a straight line. A ring-..,.Tidth measurement 

is i n r eality a measurement of the distance that the transducer bar 

moves along a straight line Hi thin the transducer. If the measurement 



of the ring-<ridth is to be equal to the measurement of the bar dis

tance, then the 1ridth of t he tree ring must be aligned 1-1i th the bar 

movement. 

If the ring-width is not aligned with the transducer bar, an 

incorrect measurement could be made as shown in Fig. 3. 'rhe width of 

the ring that should be measured is represented by side 'a' of the 

right triangle. If the crosshairs are not aligned vli th the line of 

the transducer movement, side 1c 1 of the right triangle Hill be the 

actual length measured resulting in a measurement l ar ger than the 

width of the ring. The larger the ring, the larger the error . -v1ill be. 

With small rings the error is not going to be great, but it still 

remains that the error could be significant. To eliminate the 

possibility of this kind of error, the measurer should make sure that 

the equipment is aligned to the straight line movement of the trans

ducer bar before he begins to measure. 

The first step in adjusting the equipment is to align the edge 

of the stage ~~th the edge of t he table so that they are parallel. 

Part of the stage is the transducer bar, Hhich, as decribed above, 

is the straight line reference point. Because the stage is not anchored 

to the t able, it is easily moved. If this happens, the transducer bar 

1-1ill no longer be aligned with the stationary table and the microscope. 

Thus, aligning the edge of the stage v1i th the edge of' the table allows 

the measurer to quickly check that the transducer bar is in the correct 

position. 
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The second step in adjusting the equipment on a straight line 

is to align the cross hairs of the microscope to the stage. The 

measurer looks through the oculars of the microscope to ~et the cross 

hairs into vievl. Then he raises his eyes from the oculars until he 

gets into vie1.-1, at the same time, the cross hairs and the edge of the 

stage. Then he turns the ocular that contains the cross hairs until 

the horizontal cross hair is parallel to the edge of the table. The 

cross hairs noH are adjusted to the straight line of the transducer 

bar (Fig. 4). 

stage cross hairs 

--table 

transducer transducer bar 

Fig. 4. The Correct Plus Position of the Cross Hairs. 

The cross hairs can be placed in two different positions. E:i ther 

position can be used, so the measurer should use the position that is 

most comfortable. The correct plns position is shown in Fig. 4. 

The other position is the X-posi tion, which is sho1-m in Fi g. 5. Even 

if the X- position is used, it is still aligned parallel to the trans

ducer bar. 
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stage cross hairs 

\ 
\ table 

transducer transducer bar 

Fig. 5. The Correct X-Position of the Cross Hairs. 

Now that the equipment is aligned, the next procedure is to 

correctly place the core under the microscope. The first step of this 

procedure is to determine the appropriate line of measurement for the 

tree-ring width. The second step is to align the appropriate width 

to the straight line movement of the transducer bar. 

-- t angent 

Fig. 6. A Tree Cross-Section Hith Perfectly Concentric Rings. 
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If a tree grmf perfectly concentric rings ( 1<1.g . 6), a ring-1-lidth 

would be the length of the line bound by the previous ring and perpen-

dicular to a tangent of the ring. That is, the ring->.fidth 1.-ould be 

some portion of the radius of a circle. It is this portion of a radius 

Hhich should be measured as the tree-ring width. Thus on a core 

1-li th perfect rings (Fig. 7), the tree-ring width Hould be a line 

p e rpendicular to a t aneent of a ring. 

,_ ____ tangent 
I 

tl. ;;) r) 'I[._ .. · n~· ~-
f. . --,-r. :: t ·. .. .. -·. : ;' ' . 

perpendicular 

Fig. 7. A Core >fi th Perfect Tree Rings . 

However, trees do not grow perfectly concentric rings. There is a 

l a rge amount of variation of width in many tree rings (Fig. 8). 

' . ,' ' ; 

J- -J- :~.-J: /::1 )-'_) .-1 --i-ID -J --)· 
I ( J 

! 1 ' 

Fig . 8. A Core Showing the .1-lidth Variability within Tree Rings. 
It also shows, through the use of the tangent and perpendicular, · 
the line along which a measurer could measure the widths. 
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Because of the ring vari ation, the measurer needs a mcthva whi ch 

allm..-s him to determine the appropriate ring-1vidth to measure. 'l'he 

measurer should use a tangent and its perpendicular just as if the 

rings vlere perfectly concentric. The measurer visualizes a tangent 

line Hhich looks like t he best fit to the outer edge of the ring 

being measured. 'l'hen he visualizes a line perpendicular to the tangent 

line. It is this perpendicular line Hhich is considered the appro-

priate ring-1..-idth to measure (Fig. 8). 
' . 

Because the ring varies in width, the measurer might find it 

difficult to determine the tangent and perpendicular lines for a ring. 

It is possible for t he measurer to find more th<m one t angent line for 

a ring, or find more than one perpendicular line for a tangent. dhen 

the measurer has this difficulty, he must find an area in the ring 

that looks .l i ke t he average width for thr ring. It is a matter of 
' 

personal judgment, -v1hich becomes easier to make as the measurer increases 

in experience. 

Having l earned how to determine the appropriate ring-width to 

measure, t he measurer must learn hmv to correctly position the core 

under the microscope. As was mentioned earlier, t he cross hairs, 

stae;e, and table >vere aligned along parallel lines. This Has done to 

adjust the eq1upment to the movement of t he transducer bar. To pro-

perly align t he core, it is only a matter of lining up the ring~ · 

Hidth t o the transducer bar. 
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-J-~~~---lJ '---r---:-;::J_--~1--+-~__:.._~~~--+i:L_j r) 
core 

A B 

Fig. 9a. The Alicnment of the Core Under t he ~icroscope. This 
is the position of the core and vertical cross hair 
at the start of measurement. 

prior posi tic 
of the 

A B 

core 

Fig. 9b. Position of Cross Hai rs after Heasurement. The vertical 
cross hair is now in the position of the t angent in Fig . 9a. 
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The procedure fo_r positioning the core under t he microscope 

is a s follovlS. 
,. 

The measurer places the core under the microscope and 

visualizes the tangent and perpendicular of the ring being measured. 

He turns t l1 e core under t he microscope until the t angent is parallel 

to the vertical cross hair, and the v ertical cross hair is touching 

the edge of the prior ring. At this time (Fig. 9a), the vertical 

cross hair is in position A, and the tangent, Hhich is p a r allel to the 

ver tical c r oss n~r, is in position B. The horizontal cross hair is 

parallel to the perpendicular of the tangent. 

Having positioned the core under the microscope, the measurer can 

noH measure the ring-width. The measure r moves the handle on the stage 

until the vertical cross hai r is in position B (Fig. 9b). ·fhe vertical 

cross hair is no1-1 on top of the tangent l-Lne at the e dge of the late1..-ood 

of the rtng being measured. It may appear to the measurer that the 

cross hairs moved, but in reality i ~ -vms the core an<i the stage that 

moved. After the v ertical cross hair is in position B, the measurer 

presses t he stage button. - The ring is no1-1 measured and recorded. The 

measurer r epeats the nrocedure until all of the rings a re measured. 

NoH that the measurer knoHs h01v to measure the 1-ridth of a tree 

ring, there ar e other things vrhich he must knmv in order to successfully 

complete the measuring of t he ring-,..ridths. He must kn01·T 1-vhere to begin 

end end the core measuring , knovl hou to interpret t he core markings, and 

kn01-1 hov1 to keep from losing his pla ce vrhile measuring a core. 
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The measurer starts measuring a core >~th the first com~lete ring, 

and he ends his measuring Hi th the l ast complete ring. For example, 

as seen on the site >·mrksheet ·(Appendix A), core 1 L-1 D has a beginning 

year of 1762 and an end year of 1974. Since 1762 is only partially 

present, the measurer starts measuring the first complete year of 1763. 

The l ast year dated, 1974, is only parti ally complete because the tree 

was cored during the 1974 grow~ng season. Therefore, 1973 should be 

t he l ast ring measured, because it is the l ast complete ring. 

However, the measurer can notice from the worksheet that the last 

year measured was 1974. In this case, the dater, or the researcher, 

determined t hat enough of 1974 was present to account for a complete 

ring. Therefore, 1974 v1as me asured. Under normal conditions, the 

measurer measures only the l ast complete ring unless he is told to do 

othendse. · He 1-rl.ll be told in the r emarks section, or he -..nll find 

the interval column of the worksheet alreaqy filled in. 

The measurer must also knovT how to interpret the core markings 

(A summary of the core markings is given in Appendix B). :.lhen the 

measurer receives the cores, t hey are alr eady dated ~nd marked through 

the use of pinpricks, Hhich are easily seen under the microscope. 

The dater marks the cores for t he years, missing rings, microrings, 

and f alse rings. 

The years are marked as in Fig. 10. A single pinprick st~nds 

for a decade. Tvlo vertical pinpricks stand for half a century, and three 

vertical pinpriclcs sta.nd for a cent ury. 
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1810 1850 1900 

Fig . 10. The Core Harkings for Years. 

A missing ring is designated by hm diagonal pinpricks with one 

on each side of the lateHood edge of the ring lihich lies irrnnediately 

before the missing ring(Fig . 11). The missing ring is measured as a 

zero by pressing the stage button liithout moving the stage. 

},hHuf"h) a) 9), o) 
Ring 5 is missing 

I 

Fig. 11. The Core r1arking for a Hissing Ring. 

A microring is designated by two horizontal pinpricks with one 

on ea ch side of the microring (Fi g . 12a). It is marked in this v1ay 

in order to tell the measurer that a ring is present. It is measured 

just like any other ring. However, the microring may be so small 

that the measurer may not be able to see the ring. It >rill look like 

the tHo pinp ricks are on each side of a single lateHood edge (Fig. -12b}. ·-
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Fig. 12a. The Core Harking for a Hicroring. 

Fig. 12b. vJhat the core marking for a microring looks like 
Hhen the micror:ing cannot be· seen. 
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The dater determined that a microring is present. In this case, the 

measurer should barely move the stage handle in order to register a 

ver,y small number, preferably the number one. 

Occasionally, a microring and a missing ring are present at the 

same spot. In this case, three pinpricks are used to designate a 

combination of both a microring and -a missing ring (Figs. · 13a and 1Jb) . --

Fig. 13a. The Core Harking for a Combination of a !iicroring and 
a missing ring. Ring ;15 is the microring and Ring !16 
is the missing ring. 
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Fig. 13b. The Core Narking for a Combination of a I'lissing Ring 
and a l'iicroring. Ring t¥.5 is the missing ring and 
Ring 1!6 is the microring. 

·~fuether the missing ring comes before or after the microring 

depends on the positioning of the three pinpricks. If there is one 

pinprick before the microring, and tvm vertical pinpricks after the 

microring, then the microring is measured before the missing ring. 

For example, in Fig . 13a, the fifth and sixth rings must be accounted 

for. Since the single pinprick comes before the two vertical pinpricks, 

ring .5 is the microring, and ring 6 should be considered the missing 

ring. If t .here are tHo vertical pinpricks before the microring, and 

one pinprick after the microring, then the missing ring is measured 

before the microring. For example, in Fig. 13b, Since the two vertical 

pinpricks comes before the single pinp rick, ring ) .should be considered 

the missing ring, and ring 6 is the microring. In general, the missing 

ring is measured first, if the t•m vertical pinpricks come first; the 

missing ring is measured second, if t he two vertical pinpricks come 

second. 

:3ecause of the slm-T groHth in the a rea of microrings and missing 

rings, more than one microring or missing ring m=:y occur. It may be 

difficult to internret t he pinpricks. For ex2I!1ple, :): , could be a 
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correct combination of pinpricks. Hm·Tever, it is very hard to determine 

-..rhich ring should be designated the microrings and the missing rings. 

In cases like this, a measurer has to look in the remarks section.of 

the worksheet to see if the dater explained which rings are Hhich, or 

he c;;m use the skeleton plots, Hhich should show the positions of the 

mi crorings and the missing rings. 

False rings are those rings which have a slash through them 

(Fig. 14). The measurer measures through the false ring as if the 

false ring were not there. 

one one 
ring ring 

Fig. 14. The Core Marking for a False ~ng . 

Although there is no special core marking for a break, sometlring 

must be said about hmv to handle breaks -ahen they are encountered 

during measuring. Breaks should not be measured as a part of any ring 

(Fig. 15). If a break occurs within a ring, the measurer measures the 

first pe.rt of the ring un to the edge of the break. He then moves the 

core, without registering the measurement, until the cross hairs are 

-:ligned id th the other side 6f the break. He then continues measuring 

the ring. Only after the measurer reaches the outer edge of the latewood, 

1rill he record the measurement. 
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oeroendicular : 
• - I 

tangent 

break 

Fig. 15. Breaks are not Measured as a Part of a Ring. 

If the measurer has any problems 1dth the core markings, or any 

doubts as to which ring goes where, then he should go to the dater of 

the cores. The dater worked out the dating pattern, so he should be 

able to solve the measuring problems. It is up to the dater to make 

sure that the cores are properly mar~ed. It is up to the measurer 

to ma}~e sure that all the rings for each decade are measured. 

The measurer should also knmi how to keep from losing his place 

vlhile measuring. Since the machines, except for the Physics machine, 

do not print out the decade dates vlhen the measurements are recorded, 

the measurer should devise some system to keep track of where he is. 

The measurer can use any system that he chooses. I find -it easies-t to 

skip a space betHeen each decade, and I mark on the paper tape the date 

for each half centu~ and century. Then if I make a mistake or I lose my 

place, I can easily look at the tape to determine exactly 11here I am. 

The measurer has a few more things to do before the procedure for 

measuring the ring-widths is completed. After a core has been completely 

me.1sured, the measurer should write on the paper tape the field and 
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IBH identification numbers in order to identify one core 1 s measure

ments from another core's measurements. The measurer should also 

Hri te the IBH number, date measured, and his initials im each core. 

Finally, he should enter on the -vwrksheet his initials and the interval 

he measured for each core. 

Before 1-1e leave this section on ring-width measuring, it is best 

to point out that cores are not the only type of tree specimen which 

the measurer will have to measure. Sometimes the measurer 1dll have to 

measure uhole cross sections of a tree. The measuring procedure for 

cross sections is the same as described above. The only difference 

is that the cross sections are marked with a number of radial lines, 

which are measured as if each line were a core. The measurer should 

try to measure as close to the radial line as is possible, in order to 

help the checker find the correct area to check. 

A description of the procedure -for measuring ring-1-lidths is now 

complete. The procedure for adjusting the equipment and measuring the 

rin-widths, the things a measurer must do to successfully complete the 

measuring procedure, and the procedure for measuring cross sections 

were described. It is now time to go into the procedure for mounting 

the ring-1ddth measurements. 
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c. The Procedure for Haunting the Ring-~Jidth Heasurements 

The ring--vrl.dth measurements are printed on paper tapes by the 

machine. The paper tapes are perforated >vhere the tape is folded. 

Since the tape easily tears at the perforations, the ring-Hidth 

measurements are pasted onto~~~ by 11 11 sheets of yellow paper, in 

order to facilitate the storage of the measurements 2~d to prevent the 

lose of the measurements. 

The first step of the mounting procedure is for the measurer to 

make sure that all of the rings are present and marked by dec ades. The 

measurer should count each decade in order to make sure that ten rings :· 

are present. He then should write to the right side of the measurements 

the dates for the first and last year measured and the date for the 

beginning year of each decade. Next, he should Qnderline each decade. 

The next step is for the measurer to cut off all the exnraneous 

paper leaving only the ring measurements and the dates to the ri ght 

side of the measurements. _ 

The measurer then pastes the ring-w"idths onto ~~~ by 11 11 yellow 

sheets of paper starting in the lower left-h~nd corner of the sheets 

(Appendix C). If there are too many ring-vrl.dths for a single sheet 

of paper, the measurer uses additional sheets, Hhich he tapes together. 

The next step is to identify the ring-1-r.i..dth measurements for each 

core oy ivriting in the upper right-hand corner of the first sheet the 

follm-rl.ng (Appendix C): name of the site, field identification number, 

IBH identification number, scientific name of the tree, d8.ted interval, 

in~tials of the dater, measured interval, and the initials of the measurer. 
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If there is more than one sheet of measurements for a core, the measurer 

writes on each additional sheet: site name, field identification number, 

and IBM identification number. This is done in order to insure that the 

measurements are identified in case the sheets become separated. 

The last step of the mounting procedure is for the measurer to 

check to see that all of the cores have been measured and that all of 

the measurements have been mounted. The measurer also checks to see 

that all of the measurements have been properly identified. 

Once the measurer has completed the mounting procedure, the 

second phase of the measuring process is complete. The measurer has 

familiarized himself \Uth the measuring machines. He has measured 

all of the tree-ring widths. Finally, he has mounted all of the ring-

width measurements. It is now time for the measurer to move onto the 
I 

last phase of the measuring process, which is described in the next 

section of this paper. 
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IV. PROCEDURE FOR CHECKING THE RELIABILITY OF 'fHE l'iEASUREI1EN'fS 

A. The Statistical Test 

It is of importance that the ring--vddth measurements be as accurate 

as possible, since they form part of the basic data used in the analysis 

of tree rings. Care is taken at each step of the measuri_ng process to 

eliminate as much error as possible. Due to the precision of the 

machines, the machine error is negligible. The largest and most sig

nifica.nt error in tree-ring measuring is due to human error. So it is 

of importance that some check be made on the reliability of the 

measurer's measurements. 

One procedure that could be performed is to have two people 

measure a site and then average the measurements. Hov1ever, to accomplish 

this, a great deal of time must be invested on the part of both measurers. 

To s ave time, and still arrive at an even more reliable check, a 

statistical method has been devised to objectively check the accuracy 

of the measurements. 

Before we get into a description of the statistical check, it is 

important to note that a measurer never checks his mm measurements. 

The purpose of the checking procedure is defeated if a measurer checks 

himself, since it is both the measurer and the ring-1fidths which are 

being checked. Another measurer will check the reliability of the 

ring-1rddths. In addition, the same machine used by the measurer is 
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also used qy the checker because there may be a difference in meas-

urements from one machine to another. 

The first step in the checking procedure is to t ake a sample 

of the cores from the sibe which is being checked. One-third, or more, 

of the cores from a site are selected for checking. The easiest 1~ay 

to select the cores is to take the site worksheet and check off one
'" o... rO-~ro J.o v-v-, rno.vVIrr 

third, or more, of the cores as the measurer moves down the sheet . 
1\ 

Once the checker has determined which cores will be sampled, 

then the next step is to select a s ample of the rings from the chosen 

cores. The entire core is not checked; only one-third, or more, of 

the total number of rings of a core is checked. The easiest way to 

choose the rings is to take the measurements for eack of the chosen 

cores and pick out tHenty-year intervals throughout the cores which 

represent one-third of the rings. Two consecutive decades are chosen 

as the twenty-year intervals. To illustrate, the intervals could be 

1930-49, 1820-39, 1910-19, etc. 

The next step is to measure the selected tvlenty-year inter vals, 

1-ihich will then be compared 1d th the ring-iddths of the original 

measurer. 

The statistical test is done as folloHs (Appendix E) . The 

checker writes the ring measuremerrts into -the celumris of the large-

s quared graph paper (Appendix D) . The original measurements are 

listed in the first column, and the checker's measurements are listed 
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in the next column. The checker subtracts the two measurements. He squares 

;he individual differences. Then he adds up the squared differences for each 
l ) 

20-year interval. If the cores are conifers from a typical arid site and if 

each of the sums of the squares for each 20-year interval of the core is equal 

to or less than the acceptable limit (0.10), then that core is considered to be 

measured accurately (Appendix E). The checker performs this operation for each 

of the selected cores. If all of the cores are acceptable, that is, if each of 

the sums of squares is equal to or less than the limit, then the entire site 

is accepted as being measured accurately. 

The limit set at 0.10 or less for each of the 20-year intervals is used 

for arid-site conifers, but not for Quercus (oak). Due to the large vessels 

which grow within an oak tree ring, the latewood edge is distorted. A second 

measurer could not replicate the ring-width measurement unless he happened to 

hit the exact spot of the original measurement. In order to take into account 

problems with this species, the sums of squares limit had to be increased. 
I 

For oak, the sum of squares is acceptable if it is equal to 0.175 or less 

(Appendix F). If other species and sites are encountered with measuring problems 

unlike the above, a new population of sums of squares may have to be generated 

by expert measurers and a new acceptability limit obtained. 

B. The Interpretation of the Results of the Statistical Test 

Theoretically, if any of the 20-year intervals fail the test, then all of 

the site ring-width measurements should be rejected. This is due to the nature 

of a statistical test. Since the sample chosen is supposed to represent 

the entire population, the acceptance or rejection of the sample determines 

whether the entire population will 
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be a ccepted or rejected. 

Ho.vever, some of the tuenty-year intervals could fail the test, 
o.~olf ' 

and yet the ring-Hidth measurements mi ght still be accept~. The 

tvJenty-year intervals could fail the test for one of two reasons. 

First, the errors due to ring variation might cause the failure. Second, 

the e r rors due to the rneasurer might cause the failure. If the checker 

c an attribute the failure to ring v ariation, then the measurements 

could be acceptable. 

To discover which of the tvTO errors is at f ault, the following 

procedure is used. The chec~er looks at the tvmnty-year intervals 

which are over the a cceptable limit. ~·li thin the t1·1enty-year intervals, 

there probably >rill be only a few of the measurements v1hich c aused 

the intervals to exceed the limit. The checker remeasures each,,of these 

problem rir:g->fidths t hree or more times distributing the measurements 
' 

over the entire ring in order to get some idea of the r ange of vari ation 

1-d t hin the problem rings. 

If both the measurer's ring-Hidths and the checker's ring-widths 

f all close to, or within the r ange, then the discrepancy is due to 

ring variation and not due to measuring error. ro illustrate, in 

Table I, ring ;J1 h as a wide r ange of variation -- 95-1 25 -- with both 

the measurer and thr checker falling >-d thin the range. The checker 

should conclude t hat it 1.;as the core v a riation Hhich caused the trouble. 

The measurer and t he checker had only measuredin tv10 different places 

vri t hin the ring. 
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Table I. Heasurements of two rings -vrith differing ring variation. 

Ring #1 Ring #2 

Neasurer 123 120 
Checker 98 103 
Remeasured values 

of the Rings 95, 120, 125 99, 103, 105 
Range of the Re-

measured Values 95-125 99-105 

If the error is due to ring variation, like in ring #1, then the 

checker accepts the me,qsurer 1 s ring->vidths as being correct. /m 

average of all t he measurements for a p articular ring could be used 

for the ring-i·Jidth value, but an average is not used in order to save 

time. There is no way of knowing, from just a core sample, vrhat a 

~.ng's variation is like throughout the circumference of a tree. An 

average ring-vridth value taken from a core could be unrepresentative 

of the average ring-width value of the ring around the entire circum-

ference, since it is quite common for some rings to have a very 1v:ide 

vari ation in width throughout the circumference of a tree. It is 

quite conceivable that the ·measurer's measurement could be the -best 

representative <-Iidth for the entire ring. Therefore, in order to 

s ave the time which would be used to average the values, the checker 

accepts the measurer's ring-1-v.i.dth as being correct, if the discrepancy 

b etvreen the checker 1 s and measurer 1 s ring-1-v.i.dths is due to ring 

variation. 

The checker t hen changes, on the checking Horksheet, his measure-

ment to one of the remeasured 1-v.i.dth values vrhich is closest to the 
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measurer's measurement. An 2verage value of the remeasured width values 

could be used, but it is not done in order to save time. At this stage 

of the checking procedure, the checker is only trying to determine v1hy 

the measurements failed the test. Since the checker knoHs that the 

failure uas due to ring variation and he has already accepted the 

measurer rs ring-width as being correct, the checker needs only a value 

(one of his m-m r emeasured values), 1-1hich will be close enough to the 

measurer's width value, to pass the sum of s quares test. 

Once all o£ the problem rings have been checked by the procedure 

above, and the measur ement discrepancy between the checker and the 

measurer has been attributed to ring variation, then the checker per-

forms the stat istical test over again. If the tllenty-year intervals 

of a core now fall within the limit, then the checker temporarily 

accepts the. core measurements. If all of the cores are now acceptable, 
•· 

then he temporarily accepts the entire site measurements as being 

correct. 

If, after taking three measurements of a ring, the checker finds that the 

measurer's measurement is out of the range of tlie remeasured values, i.e., they 

exceed the sum of squares test, then he concludes that the discrep~ncy betwe~n the 

checker's ring-width and the measurer's ring width is due to the measurer's 

error. To illustrate, in Table I, ring #2 has a small range of variation 

(99-105) with only the checker falling within the range. Since the measurer 

is outside of the range, the checker concludes that the measurer made an 

unacceptable measurement error. It is this type of error that the checker is 

trying to find. It is this type of error for which the entire set of measurements 

will be rejected. 
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So far in this section on the interpretation of the statistical test, 

the checker has been making the decisions on the acceptance or rejection of 

the measurements. It is quite acceptable for the checker to do this on a limited 

basis if the checker remembers that the final judgment belongs to the principal 

investigator who will be using the tree-ring data for analysis. It is the 

investigator's responsibility to insure that he is using correct data, and it is 

his reputation as a researcher that is at stake if wrong conclusions are made 

based on bad data. 

Therefore, it is important for the checker to know exactly what the limits 

are to his decision-making. There are two instances · where the checker will be 

the final judge and will not have to consult the site researcher. First, if the 

entire checking sample passes the statistical test on the first try, then the 

checker can accept the site measurements as being correct. Second, if the mea

surer determines that the discrepancy between himself and the measurer is due 

clearly to ring variation (not measurer's error) then the checker should 

correct the measurement if appropriate or, in severe cases, have the site remeasured. 

In the latter case, the severe discrepancies should be reported to the principal 

investigator. If the checker has determined that any one of the ring-width 

discrepancies was due to the measurer's error, then he must take the measure-

ments to the researcher to have him make the acceptance or rejection decision. 
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The checker should write on the checking worksheet whenever he changes the first 

measurement to one of the remeasured values which was close to the measurer's 

ring width. The checker should also write down on the checking worksheet the 

remeasured values. If there is any doubt about his decision, he should consult 

the researcher as to whether or not his decision was correct. He should 

never make the decision when a measurer's error is detected. 

· Once the ring-~~dth measurements have been accepted, the 

checker pastes his checking measurements on yellm..; sheets of paper in 

order to facilitate storage and prevent the loss of the checking 

measurements . To conserve paper, the checker should s queeze as many 

of the measurements on one sheet as he can. He then identifies each 

core's checking measurements by placing the site name, core number, 

the words 'measurement check', and his initials at the top of each 

of the core 1 s measurements (Appendix G). 

Once the checking measurements are mounted, the checker places 

the checking 1vorksheel. and the mounted checking measurements into the 

site folder. He then returns the site folder and the cores to the 

nerson who measured the site. The checldng procedure is noH complete. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The description of the measuring process is now complete. Any 

person uho desires to measure ring-widths should noa- have the necessary 

b2ckground information to enable him to produce accurate ring-1~"idth 

measurements. 

TI1e measurer should now know that the measuring process starts 

Hhen he famili arizes himself with the core materials, seeks out the 

necessary measuring information contained in the core materials, and 

assigns the computer identification numbers necessa~ for all sub

sequent analysis of the tree-ring data. 

The measurer should have learned that the actual measuring of 

the ring--vJidths begins during the second phase of the measuring process. 

He should also have learned something about hm-1 the machines operate, 

the procedures used in the actual production of the ring-1-Jidth meas

urements, and how to preserve the measurements from loss. 

The measurer should also knm'l that he may be called upon to be a 

checker during the third phase of the measuring process. dhen he is 

called upon t o b e a checker, the measurer should knovl how to statistically 

test the ring-Hidths, and how to interpret the results of the test. 

In short, the measurer shoula know how to produce accurate quan

titative data, >·Ihich is needed by all dendrochronologists for their 

scientific i nqui ries. ·.-Ji th this quantitative data supplied by the 

me ~surer, a dendrochronologist is prepared to defend his position 

VThenever he is accused of rnixing his apples with his oranges. - · 
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B. Summary of Core Harkings 

1. Years: 

»·i ¥) I---- }i ~): ,~} 1J 1-----} ~): r) 11 
1810 1850 1900 

· 2. 1-'D.ssing Ring: 

4. Comb2nation of Hissing and Y.d.crorings: 

5. False Ring: 

6. Break: 

one 
ring 

one 
ring 

' perpendicular :--tangent 

) J)JUmcj ,,2 ~ 
break 
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D. Examole of a Checking ··lorksheet 
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Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research 
TEST FOR ACCURACY OF RING-WIDTH MEASUREMENTS· . . . 

• 
~ 1. Measure ·20 successive rings twice in hundredths of 

a millimeter using the same measuring ma9hine. 
3. Square the differences between each of the 2 measurements 

(expressed in hundredths of a millimeter, i.e., decimal 
point to the right, 'xxx.) and sum the squared differences 
over ~ 20-year period. 2. Subtract each ring width from the corresponding 

· ring width in the other measured series. 
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If the sum of the squares of the 20 differences is less than 
1000, accept the measurements as accurate. 

If the sum of the squares exceeds 1000, reject the measure• 
mente as inaccurate. 

I I I 

The degree of accuracy is greater the smaller the sum of the 
squares • 

You can compare your results with those obtained by the 
experts by refe~ring to the histogram below. 

LIMIT 

Revised by 
H. c. Fritts 
September, 1973 
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F. Plots of the Distribution of Sum of Squares with Appropriate 
Acceptability Limits for Arid-Site Conifers and for Oak 
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